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René Magritte, the most renowned Belgian artist of the 20th 
Century, created some of the most enigmatic, idiosyncratic, 
and iconic works of Surrealist art, celebrated for their 
technical form and their ability to meld the commonplace 
with the strange and the uncanny. Personally, Magritte 
presented himself as an uncomplicated man and a 
hard-working, prolific painter whose witty and thought-
provoking artwork challenged viewers to question their 
perceptions of reality and hyper-sensitize themselves 
to the world around them. Breaking with the Surrealist 
manifesto’s opposition to advertising and commercial art, 
Magritte produced an abundant body of commercial work 
which has been exceedingly influential in shaping modern 
marketing symbols, borrowing symbolisms mined from his 
paintings for their psychological connotations.

To support himself, Magritte spent many years working 
as a commercial artist, producing advertising and book 
designs; even his fine art often has the immediate impact of 
an advertisement. He began his career in his hometown of 
Brussels working as a draftsman in a wallpaper factory where 
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To support himself, Magritte spent many years working 
as a commercial artist, producing advertising and book 
designs; even his fine art often has the immediate impact of 
an advertisement. He began his career in his hometown of 
Brussels working as a draftsman in a wallpaper factory where 
his supervisor was the abstract painter, Victor Servranckx. In 
1924, Magritte started doing freelance graphic design work 
and over the next five years he produced advertisements 
in the Art Deco style for clients such as the Belgian fashion 
house Norine and Italian automaker Alfa Romeo. In 1926, 
he signed a contract with the Galerie le Centaure in Brussels 
and was briefly able to make his living as a fine artist. 
Magritte had a successful career in advertising, creating 
his own agency, Studio Dongo, with his brother Paul in the 
1930s, where he most likely learned how to make an image 
stick.

Magritte created posters, sheet music covers, and 
advertisements right up until the 1950s, long after he had 
become internationally acknowledged as an important 
artist and designer. He never abandoned the commercial 
world, and continued to appropriate advertising strategies 
into much of his art. Following his Art Deco commercial 
graphics, Magritte turned to Surrealism in his advertising 
work, staying true to his bold, representational style of 
painting objects placed in unusual settings. By extracting 
objects from reality and restoring them in a field outside of 
their conventional conditions, he gave the object (product, 
signifier) a new context. He would pair the image with 
the brand name (signified) to create the advertisement. 
This new take on ads was striking. Placing everyday 
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Magritte prompted viewers to question
art’s ability to truly represent an object.”

René Magritte, an evening gown 
by Norine.

René Magritte, Belgian Film Festival. René Magritte, Soir d’orage perfume.

René Magritte, exciting perfumes.René Magritte, an afternoon coat.

objects in strange settings lent the image a magic or aura 
that contributed to a product’s success or recognition in the 
marketplace. While Magritte made no secret that this career 
in advertising was merely a means to fund his “real” Surrealist 
artwork, his commercial graphics had a significant impact in 
the field of advertising. His early commercial designs for Soir 
d’orage perfume,the Belgian Film Festival, and the Belgian 
airline Sabena became iconic.

The strange, haunting images he called “magical realism” 
continued to fuel advertising campaigns half a century after his 
death, appearing in more recent ads for French State Railways, 
Doyle Dane Bernbach’s awardwinning Volkswagen ads, the 
Allianz ads appropriating his Ceci n’est pas un Pipe motif, and 
Absolut Vodka’s Absolut Magritte series.
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Magritte devised a deadpan, illustrative technique that clearly 
articulated the content of his pictures. Repetition was an 
important strategy, informing not only his handling of motifs 
within individual pictures, but also encouraging him to produce 
multiple copies of some of his greatest works. Magritte’s work 
in commercial art may have prompted his questioning of the 
conventional modernist belief in the unique, “auratic,” original 
work of art. The illustrative quality of Magritte’s pictures often 
yield a powerful paradox: images beautiful in their clarity and 
simplicity simultaneously provoke unsettling thoughts. They 
seem to declare that they hide no mystery while also being 
marvelously strange. The deliberately non-painterly finish of 
his work resulted in the slick surfaces that characterized much 
advertising then and today. How ironic, then, that the world 
of commerce has in turn appropriated his appropriations, 
an endlessly repeating mirror world that is, in essence, very 
Magrittean.

Magritte’s peers castigated him for strategies such as his 
tendency to produce multiple copies of his pictures, yet his 
posthumous reputation has only improved. Conceptual 
artists have admired his use of text in images, and painters 
in the 1980s admired the provocative kitsch of some of his 
later work. In creating common images placed within extreme 
contexts, Magritte prompted viewers to question art’s ability 
to truly represent an object. His paintings often played with 
the perception of an image and a painted image’s inability to 
actually be the object. His artistic interpretations influenced 
many modern artists, including Andy Warhol, Jan Verdoodt, 
and Jasper Johns, and his art was especially popular during 
the 1960’s. It went beyond the art world to influence numerous 
songs, movies, and books. From advertising to absurdity, René 
Magritte condensed the spirit of the 20th Century’s human 
condition into some of its still most recognizable images.
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